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The Most Powerful Japanese Girlie Pop Rock
All-female rock band SCANDAL made their return to the United States for a concert in Anaheim.  J!-ENT’s 

Dennis A. Amith interviews vocalist/guitarist and SCANDAL band leader HARUNA about the band, their past, the 
present incuding their upcoming single and album.

By Dennis A. Amith

apan has had its share of all-female rock bands 
and in the past, there have been rock groups 
that have achieved success right out of high 
school.
But one of the most exciting all-female rock 
bands to come from Japan recently is SCAN-
DAL.

     The band from Osaka, Japan which consists 
of HARUNA (vocalist/guitarist), TOMOMI 
(Bass/vocalist), MAMI (guitarist, vocals) and 
RINA (drums, percussion, keyboard and vo-
cals).

     The group met while attending the Osaka-based vocal 
and dance school Caless back in 1996.  And while the group 

were dancing at school, the four decided to form a  rock band 
where they would perform every weekend at their local Osa-
ka Castle Park. 
     By 2007, the band would receive an independent con-
tract with Kitty Records in partnership with Tower Records.  
The rock quartet would release three Tower Records exclu-
sive singles and their music was so popular that they sold 
out of their indie singles and also would receive considerable 
amount of downloads through iTunes Japan.
     In 2008, they would make their first US performance 
at Sakura-Con in Seattle and also perform at Hong Kong’s 
Ani-Com.  
     By the fall of 2008, SCANDAL would sign with Sony 
Music Japan’s Epic Records and the big label push led to the 
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band performing on major music TV 
shows in Japan, would lead their “Best 
Scandal” album to #5 in the Oricon 
Weekly Album Charts ranking (the 
first girl band to achieve this since Sony 
Music Japan’s girl band ZONE) and 
would eventually lead to a nomination 
for “Best New Artist” for the 51st Japan 
Record Awards.
     The band has achieved a good num-
ber of success as their singles have been 
used as theme songs for anime TV 
series such as “Bleach” and “Fullmetal 
Alchemist: Brotherhood” and a second 
performance in the U.S. in Anaheim, 
Calif. in July 2011.
     With their tight touring schedule 
in the US and Japan, J!-ENT’s Dennis 
A. Amith was able to interview SCAN-
DAL’s vocalist and guitarist and band 
leader HARUNA.

Before we get into questions about 
your music, let’s first learn about 
the group.  How did the band get 
the name SCANDAL?
HARUNA: We took it from the name 
of the shop next to the place where 
we were practicing.

The four of you are originally from 
Osaka.  For those of us outside of 
Japan, if you had to recommend 
something for us to eat in Osaka, 
what would that be?
HARUNA: Definitely Osaka’s Okono-
mi-yaki and Tako-yaki! 

Curious, what kind of music did you 
learn while attending the Osaka vo-
cal and dance school Caless before 
you formed the band?
HARUNA: We danced with music 
such as Beyonce and Britney Spears 
and several Japanese hit-songs. 

When you formed the band, what 
kind of music did you cover?
HARUNA: We have covered female 
artists’ songs before, so it might be 
interesting to cover male artists’ 
song. 

What kind of students were you in 
high school?                       

HARUNA: Since we already started 
SCANDAL from high-school, we 
were quite busy. But we were normal 
students.

What was the moment in your life 
where you decided that you knew 
you wanted to pursue music as a 
career?
HARUNA: We each had different 
moments but while starting SCAN-
DAL and performing live in various 
places, we decided we wanted to be-
come a musician.

Which artists or bands did you lis-
ten to a lot while growing up? And 
was there any artist or band that 
inspired you?
HARUNA: Comparing to the days 
we were dancing, our favor of music 
has changed a lot. So, at the time, I 
didn’t listen to band music before, 
but rather listened to R&B and HIP-
HOP.  When we formed SCANDAL, 
we rented KISS and SUM41’s DVD 
and watched them! 

Curious…If I was to look into your 
MP3/CD player right now, which 
artists or song would you be listen-
ing to at this time?
HARUNA: Avril Lavigne’s new album! 

When you came to America to per-
form at Japan Nite Tour back in 
2008, you were still an indie band 
at the time but what was it like per-
forming outside of Japan in front of 
Americans and then in France for 
the Japan Expo and in Hong Kong 
for Ani-Com?  
HARUNA: At that time, we haven’t 
even done many shows in Japan yet, 
so we were just surprised.  We were 
proud to know that Japanese music 
is so loved overseas. 

You are back in America and I have 
to know… is there any American 
food that you are hoping to eat 
while in California?  
HARUNA: California rolls! 

You have a strong music follow-
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ing outside of Japan and you have 
many fans in other countries.  What 
is your reaction when you see peo-
ple all over the world who love 
your music?
HARUNA: We feel so honored! Al-
though it may take some time, we 
would like to go to many countries 
and play!

A question that your fans have 
wanted me to ask is “Do you watch 
any anime series or read any manga 
and if so, what are your favorites?”
HARUNA: I like anime. Recently I 
haven’t got the time to check that 
much, but MAMI is a great fan of 
“BLEACH” and “K-ON!”.

SCANDAL has also been featured 
in anime format with mini-series on 
your Website.  How did that come 
about and how is the experience 
like for you to do voice acting for 
your mini-anime series?
HARUNA:  We thought that it might 

be interesting if we make a story of 
how we formed SCANDAL. Not to 
mention that there is slight deforma-
tion… Voice acting was fun! We were 
acting ourselves, so things were very 
free and natural.

When Scandal formed, what did you 
want to do differently as a young 
band compared to other female 
rock bands in Japan?
HARUNA: We try to be an exciting-
to-see-band. “Cool” and “Cute” are 
nice words to be applauded, but we 
feel happiest when people tell us 
“Happy”. We put lots of effort to be 
like that.

When the band became part of a 
major label, your single “Shojo S” 
was used as the opening theme for 
the anime series “Bleach” followed 
by “Shunkan Sentimental” for “Full-
metal Alchemist”.  How was that ex-
perience of hearing your song on a 
popular anime TV show?

HARUNA: It was such an honor. It 
was one of the reasons we got to get 
known from fans overseas. We are 
happy and welcome to do songs for 
anime!

You have been promoting your new 
upcoming single “Love Survive”.  
The guitar playing is pretty fierce 
and also love the overall musical ar-
rangement and vocals for the song.  
Can you tell us more about your 
new single, as well as the other 
tracks on the single “Kimi ni Shitto 
Chuu” and “Hikare”?
HARUNA: LOVE SURVIVE is one of 
the fastest songs among SCANDAL’s 
songs. It became one of the best 
songs that rock the show. “Kimi ni 
Shitto Chuu” was written by Hajime, 
who was a member of the hard-core 
punk band called Midori. I guess the 
song creates a mysterious world. 
“Hikare” was all arranged and written 
by SCANDAL members. We thought 
about ourselves when we just started 
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our band.

You have a good number of hit 
songs and last year you had “Temp-
tation Box” and in August 2011, 
your next album will be “Baby Ac-
tion”.  Can you tell us more about 
your new album and how does this 
one differ from your last album?
HARUNA: It’s an album mixed with 
Rock, Ballad, and Pop music. Com-
paring to our 2nd album “TEMP-
TATION BOX”, our lyrics became 
mature. Also, we had lots of guest 
producers to join our recordings.

You have a good number of songs 
that you have released as singles 
and some that you perform live, but 
I’m curious, Haruna, for you, which 
song is dear to your heart when 
you perform it live or something 
you feel happy to have worked on 

and why?
HARUNA: “SCANDAL BABY” and 
our debut single “DOLL”, those are 
loved by our fans so I love them as 
well.

You recently performed at AM2 in 
Anaheim, how was that experience 
of performing in front of an Ameri-
can audience again?  And is there a 
difference of performing in front of 
a non-Japanese audience?
HARUNA: Three and a half years has 
passed since our last US live perfor-
mance! We believe we were able to 
show our growth. 

You have performed at many con-
cert venues?  Do you have a favorite 
memorable concert performance? 
HARUNA: Sakura-Con was the first 
show we have been asked for encore, 

so it was very memorable.

Earlier I brought up the anime se-
ries “Keion!” and it’s a series that is 
very popular worldwide and at the 
ANIMAX MUSIX FALL 2010, you 
performed “Don’t Say Lazy” (and 
the audience was going crazy with 
excitement) and performed with 
Shoko Nakagawa?  How was that 
experience performing at ANIMAX 
and also performing with Nakaga-
wa-san?
HARUNA: It was great fun! We don’t 
have many chances to collaborate 
with other artists, so it was great. 
Also, it was a performance in front of 
more than 10000 audiences, so it was 
exciting! 

You have inspired many people 
around the world of learning how 
to play your music and these fans 
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playing your songs, sometimes solo of 
them playing guitar, bass, drums and 
posting them on YouTube.  Do you find 
it flattering to see how these people are 
inspired by you and your music?
HARUNA: We’re happy! We checked out 
YouTube while we are recording and saw 
the videos of fans covering our songs.

Outside of music, what other hobbies do 
you enjoy doing?
HARUNA: I don’t really have hobbies, but 
I and trying to start Yoga!

When I was doing research on each of 
you, I stumbled upon a page that fea-
tured the various instruments you use.  
I know with many male rock band mem-
bers that I have interviewed, many have 
a collection of instruments and they have 
a favorite instrument.  As musicians, for 
each of you, what is your favorite instru-
ment that you have in your collection?
HARUNA: All of our instruments are im-
portant. We use all of them as our favor-
ites.

I was looking at the topics from your 
radio show “SCANDAL AFTER SCHOOL” 
and you talked about your 
favorite “Spring Songs”.   With 
summer coming up, what song
would be your theme song for 
summer time?
HARUNA:  Our song “Taiyo to 
kimi ga egaku STORY!” . Please 
have a listen to it!

If there is one word to 
describe yourself, what word 
would that word be and why?
HARUNA:  Fun folks.

What final words do you have 
for your fans worldwide? 
HARUNA: Thank you so much for 
all the support!  We will try to make 
even more good songs, and will try 
to perform all over the world! Wait 
for us there!
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For more on SCANDAL, please visit their 
website at:  http://www.scandal-4.com/
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